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Answer any five of the following questions selecting at least two from each

Scction-A-Grarnmar;

1) Describe the different kinds of adjectives with suitable examples.

2) Discuss the use of articles. Your answer must have suitable examples.
I

3) Write a detailed note on gender.

4) Describe any five different kinds of pronouns.

Section - B - Composition

5) (a) Describe a marketplace on a busy day. Use around 150 words.

or

' (b) Paraphrase the following poem. Use your own words as far as possible.

Some People

by Rachel Lyman Field

Isn't it strange some people make

You feel so tired inside,

Your thoughts begin to'shrivel up

Like leaves all brown and dried!

But when you're with some other ones,

It's stranger still to find
Your tiroughts as thick rrs firefiies

All shiny in your rnind!

6) Write an essay on the importance of English today. Use around 300 words.



7) write a letter complaining about the district sales agent's negligence

mobile phone you had ,J".ntly bought in Batticaloa. Mention that

assistance of the Consumer Association when you do not receive a

CompanY.

8)Readthefollowingpassagecarefully,andthenmakeaprdcisofit.Useaboutl00words.
SupplY a title.

There is an enemy beneath our feet- an enemy the more deadly for his complete

impartiality g. ,.roghit", no national boundaries' no political parties' Everyone in the"

worrd is threatened by him. The enemy is the earth itseli. when an earthquake strikes, the

worrd trembres. The power of an quakl is greater than anything man himself can produce,'

Buttodayscientistsaredirectingug,.u.aealoftheireffortintofindingsomewayof
combating earthquakes, and it is possible that at sometime in the near future mankind will

have discovered a means of protecting itself'

An earthquake strikes without warning. when it does, its power is immense' If it

strikes a moclern city, the damage it causes is as great as if it has struck a primitive

viiiage. Gas triains but'sl, expiosions ale cilLrsed and iiles are stafted' underground

railwaY-" are wrecked'

Wholebuildingscollapse,bridgesfall,danrsburst.Gapingcrevicesappealm
busy streets. If the quake strikes at 

"u, 
ht'g" tidal waves sweep inland' If it strikes in

mountain regions, avalanches roar down into the valley' Consider the tarrying statistics

frorn the past.1755: l,isbon' capital of Portugal-the city destroyed entirely and 450 killed.

1970: Peru-50000killed'
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